INSEE FELLOW

The Indian Society for Ecological Economics (INSEE) has instituted the title of INSEE Fellow to honour Life Members of INSEE for outstanding contributions to ecological economics and related disciplines (within both the natural and social sciences) that address issues at the interface of ecology, economy and society. The title of INSEE Fellow is conferred every two years to any Life Member of INSEE who has made outstanding contributions to research, teaching, training, policy and practice of ecological economics in its broadest sense. The award will consist of a citation and conferring of the title of INSEE Fellow on the selected Life Member.

Rules for selecting and conferring the title of INSEE Fellow:

1. Life Members of INSEE aged 55 years and above and who have been members of INSEE for at least ten years are eligible for being nominated for the title.
2. Nominations are to be made by any Life Member of INSEE in the prescribed nomination form.
3. Nominating person can nominate not more than one person for the title in a given period.
4. Nominating person should mention in the nomination form the reasons for nominating the Life Member for conferment of the title of INSEE Fellow and his/her contributions to ecological economics.
5. All past Presidents of INSEE are deemed to be ‘Honorary INSEE Fellows’ subject to their prior consent. Nominations for them would therefore not be required separately. Current INSEE President would be deemed to be ‘Honorary INSEE Fellow’ on completion of his/her term of office subject to his/her prior consent.
6. The Fellows Selection Committee and current INSEE Executive (i.e. President and Members of EC) cannot nominate anyone for the award or be nominated for the award.
7. Nominations received after the deadline for receiving nominations and incomplete nominations forms will not be considered for selection.
8. Self-nominations and nomination of deceased members at the time of submitting the nomination form are not eligible.
9. The Fellows will be selected by an INSEE Fellows Selection Committee consisting of three INSEE Life Members who will be nominated by the INSEE President in consultation with the Executive Committee of INSEE. The INSEE President will be the ex-officio secretary of the committee.
10. From the eligible nominations the INSEE Fellows Selection Committee may select not more than three persons every two years for conferring the title of INSEE Fellow.
11. The award consists of a citation and conferring of the title of INSEE Fellow on the selected INSEE Life Member.
12. The award will be announced at or prior to the biennial conference of INSEE.